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Abstract: The enforcement of wildlife laws becomes more complex and complicated
each day and requires the wildlife officer to use every available tool to perform his job.
Wildlife forensic techniques provide scientific methods to supplement the wildlife
officer's work in the field. Wildlife forensic techniques provide methods necessary to
answer law enforcement problems which remained unanswered in the past but have
been answered today, and to solve tomorrow's problems with answers which do not
exist today. Wildlife forensics is not a panacea for the wildlife officer, however, it is
another tool in his arsenal against the poacher. The science of wildlife forensics is
similar to air travel. Yesterday's wildlife officer flew a propeller driven plane. Today's
wildlife officer has moved into the jet age. Tomorrow's wildlife officer will enter the
space age.
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A drop of blood, a few hairs, a small piece of meat in the back of a truck: what
does it mean to a wildlife officer? In the past, or the early days of game and fish law
enforcement, probably only that an animal had been in the truck. In season or out
of season? Male or female? Was it killed before or after legal hunting hours or during
legal hunting hours? In the past the wildlife officer did not know or have the
capabilities to determine these answers.

Today's wildlife officer can have the hair identified to species and sometimes
even determine the sex of the animal from the hair. Frequently the hair will indicate
the time of the year (i.e., summer versus winter hair) that the animal was taken or
possessed. The blood and meat can be used to identify the species from which it
originated.

Tomorrow's wildlife officer will be able to determine the species and sex of
the animal from either the hair, blood, or meat sample and if a carcass is available
match it to the carcass from which it originated.

The science of wildlife forensics is similar to air travel. Yesterday's wildlife
officer flew a propeller driven plane. Today's wildlife officer has moved into the jet
age. Tomorrow's wildlife officer will enter the space age.
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